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Windows 10 is widely regarded as one of the best versions of Windows for some time. With clean lines, the usual interface yet cool, and many technical improvements, it's already the most popular and effective version of Windows made for the travesty that Windows 8, seems to have taken the most jarring features and
beans them until they have become really useful. Microsoft's return form with an ever-improving version of WindowsWindows 10 has been with us since 2015 and at that time it had a chance to help Microsoft cry the way back from the brink. After an unmitalthed disaster that Windows 8, Microsoft seems to have done
what you expect the company to do after extensive feedback looks closer, deciding what to do, and fixed, improved, eliminating the most troublesening aspects. What has resulted is one of the best Windows operating systems in a few years. From the moment you first fire Windows 10, it looks and feels lilick and liquid. If
you enable it in the initial setup process, you'll be able to log in with your finger or biometric data, which means you can kiss the old school password goodbye. Windows Hello also works on tablets, phones, and exercise bands running Windows 10.Live Tiles are still available, unfortunately, but they can be disabled
through a manual process that is time-consuming but can be done. Happily, Microsoft appears to have received feedback that the initial version of the Live Tile is not entirely friendly for traditional keyboard and mouse users, and in this version has ensured that even if it is still there, they are easier to use when you are
not in tablet mode. If you're a voice fan of controlling the changes that Windows 10 brings to Cortana, Microsoft's voice assistant, will be right in your lane. Previously, Cortana was carefully linked to search, but can now be used in the same way that you'll use voice assistants everywhere to open apps, find contacts, start
emails, and more. Of course, if you're not a fan of voice control, you can disable the service so that the beautiful Cortana doesn't make a peek. The evolution of Windows 10 browser, Edge, also proves interesting. Describing anything like the following from Internet Explorer is not really fair, but Microsoft persists and
polished until edge becomes ... Well, actually a pretty legitimate browser option. It came to iOS and Android in 2017, March in 2019 and now, as it stands as the default browser on Windows 10, it's actually worth looking at, mainly because it's fully integrated with Cortana.From a visual perspective, Windows 10 is
arguably beautiful. It also offers many tweaks for power users, including to change individual views on multiple monitor setup. If you choose otherwise pole, there is a useful tablet mode toggle, once you release your tablet (if that's how you wind up), the tablet mode will be automatically activated. It is also pleasant quick
and liquid, no matter what mode you are with a very fast start. Windows 10 also has a good relationship with other apps and platforms that you might use together. Universal applications, programs that can be used across all devices, features and they are many and varied. Microsoft app stores make it very easy to install
apps, as long as you're happy to use an app store instead of downloading windows applications alone and, ultimately, if you're a player you want an Xbox game pass, because it allows you to play your Xbox game on any device that runs Windows (in a reason) through the Xbox app. It's a paid service, but if you're
already spending, you'll appreciate the flexibility. In all, Windows 10 is a breath of fresh air for Windows users. Mircosoft may have stuck in the past, but when it comes to the operating system, they seem firmly back on the right path. Where can you run this program? Windows 10 can be used on PCs, tablets,
smartphones, embedded systems, Xbox One, Surface Hub and Mixed Reality.Is are available better alternatives? Unless you're a hard Mac user, no! Windows 10 is the best Windows OS that has been launched in some time. Windows 10 is what the world needs from Microsoft. It is a great operating system that is
flexible, lilicate, and practical. Sure, haters will hate, and Mac fanboys will fanboy, but anyone with a reasonable approach to operating systems needs to realize that when they go, Windows 10 is an excellent option. Since most people don't have a huge level of options when it comes to operating systems, we should be
really happy that in what range is on offer, we've got Windows 10.If you downloaded it? True. If you're using Windows PC, there's no conception reason, you shouldn't. Experience the entire new operating system for your Windows with PrimeOS.PrimeOS is a free OS for desktops that have many features that give you a
new desktop experience and give you access to the Android app. This new OS is like a combination of both Android PCs and gives you the best of both worlds. It has a common taskbar, resizable application window, multi-window mode for applications, app launchers such as start menus, settings, notification panels,
etc. Developers have designed and incorporated PC and Android experiences and abilities into one OS giving you a performance advantage over emulators. Download PrimeOS and experience the combination of Android and PC. You can go on the Tom Guide for more free Windows applications and for the latest news
about Windows.And if you have any technological issues, please make it up for the Tom Guide Forum. Download Page 2 Experience The new operating system for your Windows with PrimeOS.PrimeOS is a free OS for desktop that has many features that give you a new desktop experience and gives you access to
Android apps. This new OS is like a combination of both Android PCs and gives you the best of both worlds. It has a regular task bar, resizable application window, multiple window modes for applications, app launches such as start, start menu, notification panel, etc. Developers have designed and incorporated PC and
Android experiences and abilities into one OS giving you a performance advantage over emulators. Download PrimeOS and experience the combination of Android and PC. You can go on the Tom Guide for more free Windows applications and for the latest news about Windows.And if you have any technological issues,
please make it up for the Tom Guide Forum. Download Adnan Abidi/Reuters Now that smartphones are standard accessories, users want a simple and entertaining game to play on their devices. The ten most popular mobile games have been downloaded more than 7 billion times in the last decade, and there is no
reason to think the trend will slow down. Proven game is the most popular shared simple, easy to understand game playing with clear objectives and rewards. Racing games have the most downloads, claiming three of the top ten spots. Most of the games on the list are low stakes and low commitments, so people can
just jump in and play them for a few minutes. However, some people are clearly dedicated, such as players who log 16 hours a day at tribal Clashes, or people watching the Animated Series Subway Surfer. Here are ten of the most downloaded games in the last decade: More: Features Tech iPhone App Store Game



Collector is a shareware developed by Collectorz.com for Windows that allows users to catalog their game collection with ease. Users can easily catalog their collection by simply scanning the game barcode or entering the title and game platform. It automatically downloads all game information such as game
descriptions, developers, release dates, publishers, covers images and more. Users can also upload their game catalogs online through dedicated servers of Game Collectors as well as share to others via email. Users can also access their collection through their mobile devices anytime and anywhere. Overall, game
collectors Collectorz.com simple but very functional software catalogs designed to help users with their collection of games. Checking the Tom Guide for More Windows Applications and Windows Information. Also look at the forums. Download Coin Collections and dodge the powerSHears, roll, hovers, and flyThe
controls are familiar, but the game is still challenging. When you start the Subway Surfers the objective is clear: It's a classic game of cats and mouse, and in this example you mouse. You are running through the claustrophobic tunnel and the dangers of subways, collecting as many coins as possible as you do. The
controls on mobile are move left and right with a simple swipe, or jump and roll over the obstacles by swalping up or down. Control is familiar, but the game is still challenging. As you race along the subway track tracks detect things start to move faster, and simple miscalculation can end a great stream. There are ways to
dig into a second chance, but you probably won't like them; it either means watching an ad, or spending a Key (one (one the currency in the game) to take where you left off. The more times you stumble in any one experiment, the more keys needed to restore yourself. And here the game descends into the predicted
micro-deal. Nothing is completely free, and Subway Surfers is predicted with advertisements and micro transactions. To its credit, you don't have to make a purchase, although it is highly recommended if you want to increase your chances of winning. More keys mean more revives, and for $9.99 you can net yourself a
good 50 of them, enough to keep running for a while again. Of course you can also gamble your coins at Boxes Tokens, another 'loot crate' system with random rewards. In-game coins (which you can also spend anywhere between $1.00 and $100.00 real money) can be spent unlocking characters, clothing, or flashy
skateboard. Some characters aren't very expensive (like Lucy who is only 7,000), but others might take you for so long (Spike, Yutani, or Fresh all rely on the fate of the draw through the Boxes Token). Characters like Boombot can only be unlocked if you break down and spend money on the game. If you're curious
about getting rewarded in your game without spending a cent, you'll have to keep a close watch on the Daily Challenge and Weekly Hunt, which is a way (albeit unpredictable) reward when you pull out of certain movements. You'll also get coins to download some of the games you'll see in many Subway Surfers ads -
titles like June Travel, Rising World Wars, or Dozer Coins. The game also desperately wants you to connect to your Facebook account, and promises free characters (Dino) and coin rewards for doing so. Where can you run this program? Subway Surf can run on iOS, Mac OS, Android, Microsoft Windows, Windows 10
Mobile, Windows Phone 8, and Kindle.Is are no better alternatives? Subway Surfers is probably one of the best endless game-runners on mobile, but if you're a fan of the genre you might as well check out Run Forrest Run, Alto Adventures, Temple Run, or Temple Run 2, it's all free too. Subway Surfers has set a new
bar for Endless Riders, and for that it should be praised. Smooth, addictive gameplay is a staple of the genre, but you don't often get this depth, player adaptation, or smooth gameplay. The core of the experience is fast, fun, and free - just the kind of race we crave. The game can benefit from some additions. Randomly
produced obstacles are fantastic, but Mind the scenery changes every now and again. Perhaps taking a page from a game like Aquapark where the map style changes as you progress will refresh things. It would be fun if there was a way to wind up a police officer, as now he was either a failed state immediately or he
was absent at all. He's also able to withstand the next train at full speed, which pretty much broke the cbble. Should you download it? Yes. It's a strong primary name in endless racers on and if that's your cup of tea this game gets it in spades. Free mobile battle royale game Builds a strong &amp;combo; save the
humanity of the under-appreciated music video platformVariety content at your fingertips! Lightweight mobile browserFree, secure mobile internet browser
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